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Neighbourhood Planing is a new process that involves the whole community coming 
together to create a plan that will influence any development that takes place in their 
neighbourhood for a coming period of time – usually in the region of 15 years.  It is 
NOT a plan to stop and prevent development taking place.  There are a number of 
stages to the process, some of which are formal and prescribed by the legislation 
itself and others where the community decides how it will move forward.  However, 
one of the key aspects of a Neighbourhood Plan is that the community is involved in 
its production.  To enable this to happen, it is important that everyone has the 
opportunity to be included whether as a member of the Steering Group, a volunteer 
to help deliver information, participants in focus groups or theme groups, or just 
occasional input.   
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Stage one begins once the idea of preparing a Neighbourhood Plan has been floated 
and the Parish Council has agreed and minuted its decision. This stage has been 
completed in Hook and the “Neighbourhood” has been defined by the Parish Council 
and agreed by Hart District Council 
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Stage two – Steering Group: this process is about setting up the initial Steering Group 
to lead the process and in Hook, this has commenced and a few volunteers have 
already come together to start the process off.  However, this group needs more 
volunteers.  You would need to be prepared to attend meetings on a regular basis to 
help lead the process forward.  This means preparing a project plan and a community 
engagement strategy, discussing what needs to be undertaken at various stages and 
making sure the decisions arrived at are based on community’s views.  It also means 
monitoring the project plan and doing whatever needs to be done to move things 
along at all stages 
  
How much time: Being a member of the Steering Group means that you 
would be committing to involvement through the whole process.  However, as there 
will be “theme” groups and other volunteers working alongside the Steering Group, 
the work itself is shared out. 
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Stage three: Preparing a Position Statement: this is preparation of a document that 
will eventually turn into the evidence base for Neighbourhood Plan itself.  In the 
initial stages it requires research to find out local demographic data eg what size is 
the population, how many people are employed / unemployed etc as well as 
geographical data, historical data and information about development over perhaps 
the past 20 years.  As the process progresses, this document gets added to with 
information that is gained from the community 
  
How much time:  Collection of the data is relatively simple and would 
take a couple of days, the   and historic context would also perhaps take a day, 
finding out about development probably 2 / 3 days then ongoing through the process 
perhaps another two / three days 
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Stage four: Community Engagement this is perhaps one of the most 
important aspects of the whole process as it is key to find out what the community 
wants to see for its future.  This stage involves a number of volunteers coming 
together to undertake a variety of tasks eg 
Flyer preparation / delivery 
Planning and preparing drop in days 
Going to meet the community where they are eg play groups / shops / libraries / 
schools/ clubs for older people etc 
Preparing editorial and information for the local media  
Planning surveys / questionnaires and analyzing data 
Delivering surveys and collecting them / data analysis 
Developing and maintaining social media and specific website 
  
How much time: This particular aspect is where it is very helpful to have 
a wide number of people willing to volunteer for perhaps a day here or there to 
undertake the tasks above.   
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Stage five: initial ideas for the plan This stage involves analyzing the data 
from the engagement to see what the community believes are the most important 
issues in relation to development and then undertaking further research to decide 
what policies should be in the Neighborhood Plan 
  
How much time:  This stage involves “theme” groups looking at the 
subject areas identified and undertaking more work on these areas to see what is 
needed for the community.  For example the themes might be around some or all of 
the following areas: 
Transport and highways 
Education and health 
The history and heritage of the area 
Cycleways, footpaths and green space 
Social infrastructure 
Taking part in theme groups (individuals usually only join one group) could probably 
take four / five meetings and some work to pull all the information together into a 
report for the first draft plan to be written 
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Stage six Drafting the Plan This stage is about gathering all the 
information gathered together through the above engagement stages and theme 
groups and identifying what policies are needed  This work is usually undertaken by 
the Steering Group in conjunction with any facilitator they have on board with them 
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Stage seven confirming the policies this stage is about consulting with the 
community to make sure that the draft policies do reflect the wishes of the 
community and will involve further consultation events / processes 
  
How much time: usually this is undertaken by pulling together focus 
groups to feedback and making sure the draft plan is available to the whole 
community either on line / in the library / in shops etc so that everyone can comment 
on it.  This requires a process of capturing and collating feedback to be incorporated 
into the final draft plan.  around 2 days from a number of people makes this a 
manageable task 
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The final stages are more prescriptive and require a formal process of statutory 
consultation etc and this is usually undertaken by the Steering Group in conjunction 
with the District Council and the Parish Council 
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